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Sit here crying, looking at the barroom floor
I'm holding my glass like a crystal ball
All the ladies with their velvet eyes,
They look so sweet and fine
One night lovers, always discover
Riding on a one track mind..
So tell me who, who, who has been fooling who?

Baby, baby, give me kindness
Warm me with the morning sun
Help me lose this blindness
To see my life isn't gone...

Honey, if you're lying to me
I just want to know if, if your love is true
Cause one day I'll choke on my whiskey and coke
And I'm sure I'll put the blame on you
Maybe baby you can show me some more,
You seem to feel it good
Let me tell you I wanna hold you baby, yeah
Give me what a good woman should
You tell me who, who, who has been fooling who?

Baby, baby, give me kindness
Warm me with the morning sun
Help me lose this blindness
To see my life isn't gone...

Sing out brother
Sing out sister
Tell it like it is, like it is
Like it is, lay it on the line
Sing out brother
Sing out sister
We can always drink the water
But you know we gonna drink the wine

Sing out brother
Sing out sister
Tell it like it is, like it is
Like it is, lay it on the line
Sing out brother
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Sing out sister
We can always drink the water
But you know we gonna drink the wine
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